We give a simple poly-time log-space ad hoc routing algorithm in static networks with a logarithmic overhead on the message size. The algorithm provides guaranteed delivery using universal exploration sequences. Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.2.2 [Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems]. General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability, Theory. Keywords: ad hoc routing, space-bounded computation, universal exploration sequence, guaranteed delivery. Introduction. We consider the problem of routing in an ad hoc network. The network is comprised of independent agents each of which has very limited resources. The topology of the network is static but is not known a-priori to either the agents or the algorithm. We assume that the nodes have unique universal names (e.g. physical locations) that are drawn from a namespace of size n (for example, for IPv4 addresses n = 2 32 ). The goal is to route a message from a source node s to a target node t (routing), or from s to its connected component (broadcasting). The routing algorithm should guarantee delivery.
n vertexes, if we start a walk W from any vertex W 0 = w 0 such that on step i, W follows direction Tn [i] , then the walk W will visit all vertexes in the connected component of w0.
A simple probabilistic argument shows that a randomly chosen T n of length O(n 3 ) is a UES with high probability. For a routing algorithm, however, we would need a specific efficiently computable sequence. Recently, Reingold [3] has shown that a UES T n can be computed in time poly(n) and is space O(log n). This implies that T n can be computed independently by each agent of our network.
The routing now proceeds by following Tn from s until the resulting walk hits t or until Tn comes to an end. In the former case we use T n to backtrack and return a delivery confirmation to s; in the latter, we conclude that t is unreachable from s, and T n is used to deliver a failure notice to s. On step i of the walk, the vertex Wi will compute and implement step Tn[i] of the sequence. To do this, the only overhead that would have to be transferred with the message is the index i and two direction/status bits, to a total of O(log n) bits. Results. The algorithm described above can be modified to run in time polynomial in the size of the connected component of s, as opposed to the size n of the entire graph. Thus we obtain the following: While the degree of the polynomial in Theorem 1 is fairly high, it shows that any lower bound on ad-hoc routing, even on graphs with arbitrarily bad topologies, would have to limit the message overhead to below O(log n).
